Let G be a discrete Coxeter group, G + its alternating subgroup andG + the spinor cover of G + . A presentation of the groups G + andG + is proved for an arbitrary Coxeter system (G, S); the generators are related to edges of the Coxeter graph. Results of the Coxeter-Todd algorithm -with this presentation -for the chains of alternating groups of types A, B and D are given.
Introduction
Let (G, S) be a Coxeter system and G + the alternating subgroup of G. A presentation of G + by generators and relations is given, as an exercise, in [1] . One (arbitrary) vertex in the Coxeter graph is distinguished in this presentation.
For the Coxeter groups of type A (that is, symmetric groups) the standard Artin presentation equips the chain of symmetric groups with a structure of a local and stationary chain of groups. The representation theory of the chain of symmetric groups was revisited in [8] . It was emphasized in [8] that the method developed there for the representation theory of the symmetric groups could be hopefully relevant for a wider class of local and stationary chains of groups or algebras (see [11] for the definition of locality and stationarity). For type A, the Bourbaki presentation of the chain of the alternating groups is not local.
A discrete Coxeter group G is a subgroup of an orthogonal group O; the spin cover of O restricts to a central extensionG of G. A presentation ofG can be found in [7] . The subgroup G + of a discrete Coxeter group G inherits as well a central (spinor) extensionG + . In general, there are central extensions of alternating groups different from the spinor ones (see [6] for Schur multipliers of alternating subgroups of finite Coxeter groups and for a presentationà la Bourbaki).
We suggest another presentation of the groups G + andG + for an arbitrary Coxeter system (G, S). In the Bourbaki presentation the generators are indexed by vertices (except the distinguished one) of the Coxeter graph. In our presentation the generators are indexed by edges of the Coxeter graph.
For type A our presentations of the chains of the groups A + n andÃ + n are local and stationary. For the chain of the groups A + n a similar (but not exactly the same) presentation was given in [12] and it was asked there how to generalize this presentation to all alternating groups. For types B and D, our presentations of the chains of groups B + n ,B + n , D + n andD + n are local and eventually stationary (that is, stationary for n n 0 for a certain n 0 ).
The group A + n has a presentation referred to as Carmichael presentation in [3] . We interpret this presentation geometrically: here one distinguishes an oriented edge in the Coxeter graph. With this interpretation there are analogues of the Carmichael generators for other Coxeter systems. In general, these elements generate a subgroup of G + . However for type B (with an appropriate choice of a distinguished oriented edge) and type D the whole group G + is obtained. We give defining relations for these sets of generators of B + n and D + n . The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we obtain the presentation of the alternating subgroup G + for a Coxeter system (G, S). We first deal with irreducible Coxeter systems. Then we generalize the presentation to arbitrary Coxeter systems by introducing a connected extension of the Coxeter graph. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of the groupG + for an arbitrary Coxeter system (G, S). One can give presentations -with generators related to edges of the Coxeter graph -for all central extensions of the alternating subgroups of finite Coxeter groups. We illustrate it on two examples: A . In Section 4 we give results of the Coxeter-Todd algorithm for three presentations -the Bourbaki one, our presentation which refers to edges and the presentationà la Carmichael -of the alternating groups of types A, B and D.
In the text whenever a product πσ of two permutations appears we assume that σ is applied first and then π; for example, (1, 2)(2, 3) = (1, 2, 3).
Alternating subgroups of Coxeter groups
1. Let (G, S) be a Coxeter system: S is the set of generators, S = {s 0 , . . . , s n−1 }; the defining relations are encoded by a symmetric matrix m = (m ij ) i,j=0,1,...,n−1 with m ii = 1 and 2 ≤ m ij ∈ N∪∞:
This presentation of G can be expressed with the help of a Coxeter graph: its vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with the generators s 0 , . . . , s n−1 and are indexed by the subscripts 0, 1, . . . , n − 1; the vertex i is connected to the vertex j if and only if m ij ≥ 3; the edge between i and j is labeled by the number m ij if m ij ≥ 3 (for brevity, in the sequel we draw a simple line for an edge labeled by 3 and a double line for an edge labeled by 4). We denote the Coxeter graph corresponding to the Coxeter system (G, S) by G.
The sign character is the unique homomorphism ǫ : G → {−1, 1} such that ǫ(s i ) = −1 for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. Its kernel G + := ker(ǫ) is called the alternating subgroup of G. Recall the Bourbaki [1] presentation of G + , see [2] for a proof. The alternating group G + is isomorphic to the group generated by R 1 , . . . , R n−1 with the defining relations:
The isomorphism with G + is given by R i → s 0 s i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The Bourbaki presentation of the alternating group G + depends on the choice of a generator carrying the subscript 0.
2.
In this paragraph, we assume that the Coxeter system (G, S) is irreducible (that is, the Coxeter graph G is connected). We give a presentation of G + in terms of generators corresponding to the edges of the Coxeter graph; no vertex in the Coxeter graph is distinguished. In the next paragraph this presentation will be generalized to arbitrary Coxeter systems.
The presentation uses an orientation -chosen arbitrarily -of edges of the Coxeter graph. For concreteness, if there is an edge between i and j with i < j, we orient it from i to j. We associate a generator r ij to every oriented edge, that is, to every pair (i, j), i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1, such that i < j and m ij = 2. For a generator r ij we denote by r ji the inverse, r ji := r 
(r ij r jk ) 2 = 1 for r ij , r jk such that i < k and m ik = 2, (r ij r jk r kl ) 2 = 1 for r ij , r jk , r kl such that i < l and m il = 2, r ij r lm = r lm r ij for r ij and r lm which are not connected.
Let c 1 , . . . , c l be a set of generators of the fundamental group of G. In the set of the defining relations it is sufficient to impose the relation (4) for the cycles c a , a = 1, . . . , l. If G is finite, its Coxeter graph has no cycles so the relation (4) is not needed. Proof of the Proposition. Let W + be the group generated by r ij with the defining relations (3)- (7) . Define the map φ from the set of generators r ij of W + to G + by
It is straightforward to see that the relations (3)- (6) are verified by the images of the generators r ij in G + . As for the last one, the generators r ij and r lm are not connected, so m il = m im = m jl = m jm = 2. We have two possibilities: either i = 0 and l = 0 or one of the numbers, i or l, is 0.
• If i = 0 and l = 0 then
where we have repeatedly used the second line in (2) . Thus φ(r ij )φ(r lm ) = φ(r lm )φ(r ij ).
• If, say, l = 0 then i = 0 and we have R 2 i = R 2 j = 1 because m 0i = m 0j = 2. We calculate
we used (R −1 j R m ) 2 = 1 and R 2 j = 1 in the first equality; in the second equality we used (R −1 i R m ) 2 = 1 and R 2 i = 1. Thus φ(r ij )φ(r lm ) = φ(r lm )φ(r ij ) again.
We conclude that φ extends to a group homomorphism from W + to G + . Define now the map ψ from the set of generators of G + to W + by
where (0, i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k , i) is an arbitrary path from the vertex 0 to the vertex i in the Coxeter graph (such path exists because the Coxeter graph is connected). Due to the relation (4), the elementR i does not depend on the chosen path, thus the map ψ is well-defined. We shall assume that (0, i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k , i) is a shortest (that is, with minimal number of edges) path from 0 to i.
where (i, i a , . . . , i b , j) is a shortest path from i to j. We shall verify thatR
is a shortest path then there is no edge in the Coxeter graph between the vertices k µ and k ν with |µ − ν| > 1. If m ij = 2 the shortest path is (i, j) and (r ij ) m ij = 1. If m ij = 2 and k = 1 (respectively, k = 2) then (r ia 1 . . . r a k j ) 2 = 1 by (5) (respectively, (6)). If m ij = 2 and k ≥ 3 we have:
In the second equality we used that (r ia 1 r a 1 a 2 r a 2 a 3 ) 2 = 1 since m ia 3 = 2; in the third equality, we used that r ia 1 commutes with r a 3 a 4 . . . r a k j and, since m a 1 a 3 = 2, that (r a 1 a 2 r a 2 a 3 ) 2 = 1. These properties are implied by the the minimality of the path (i, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k , j). The assertion follows by induction on the length of the path. We conclude that the map ψ extends to a group homomorphism from G + to W + . It is straighforward to see that the morphisms φ and ψ are mutually inverse.
Remark. Let (i, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k , j) be any path in the Coxeter graph. As the proof shows, the relations (3)- (7) imply (r ia 1 r a 1 a 2 . . . r a k j ) m ij = 1. Therefore, the defining relations (3)- (7) are equivalent to the following relations:
for any path (i, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k , j) in the Coxeter graph, r ij r lm = r lm r ij for r ij and r lm which are not connected.
3. Now assume that the Coxeter graph G is not connected. We add some 'virtual" edges labeled by 2 to make the graph connected. More precisely, let G = G 1 ⊔ G 2 ⊔ · · · ⊔ G m be a decomposition of G into the disjoint union of its connected components. For a = 1, . . . , m choose an arbitrary vertex i a of G a ; then, for all l = 1, . . . , m − 1, we add a virtual edge between i l and i l+1 and label it by 2. Virtual edges will be drawn with dashed lines. The obtained graph we call a connected extension of G. A connected extension is not unique. Fix a connected extension G c of G and associate a generator r ij , i < j, to every oriented edge (virtual or not) of G c . The analogue of the Definition 2.1 includes now virtual edges.
Definition 2.3
Two generators r ij and r kl are said to be not connected if {i, j} ∩ {l, m} = ∅ and there is no edge or virtual edge connecting any of the vertices {i, j} with any of the vertices {l, m}.
With this choice of the set of generators, the formulation of the Proposition 2.2 stays the same for an arbitrary Coxeter system.
Proposition 2.4 Let (G, S) be a Coxeter system with a Coxeter matrix m. The alternating subgroup G + of G is isomorphic to the group generated by r ij with the defining relations (3)-(7).
Proof. The proof goes exactly as the proof of the Proposition 2.2. The isomorphisms are still given by
and
where (0, i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k , i) is an arbitrary path from the vertex 0 to the vertex i in G c .
Remark. Denote by G(G) the Coxeter group related to the Coxeter graph G. The defining relations (3)- (7) imply that generators r ij and r kl commute if the edges (i, j) and (k, l) belong to different connected components of G. Indeed, either r ij and r kl are not connected and they commute, or there is a virtual edge between, say, vertices j and k; in the latter situation, relations (5)- (6) gives
and the assertion follows from r 2 jk = 1. Let, as above, , where C 2 is the cyclic group with 2 elements. One can also verify that each G(G a ), a = 1, . . . , m, is stable under conjugations by elements of Y. 
. Example of a connected extension of the Coxeter graph
The defining relations for the generators r 12 , r 23 , r 34 , r 35 and r 45 are: 4. We write explicitly the presentation of the Proposition 2.2 for the alternating groups of type A. The Coxeter group A n is isomorphic to the group of permutations of n + 1 elements (the symmetric group) and the alternating group A + n is isomorphic to the subgroup of even permutations. We use the notation for the generators explained by the following figure (recall that a vertex i corresponds to a generator s i of the Coxeter group and that a generator of the alternating group is associated to each oriented edge once an orientation is chosen; we have set r i := r i−1,i for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1):
Fig. 2. Coxeter graph of type A
According to the Proposition 2.2 the group A + n is generated by r i , i = 1, . . . , n−1, with the defining relations:
The isomorphism with the group of even permutations of n + 1 elements is established by r i → (i, i + 1, i + 2) where (i, i + 1, i + 2) is the cyclic permutation of i, i + 1 and i + 2. In Section 4 we give a different proof, based on the Coxeter-Todd algorithm, for this presentation of A + n .
The presentation (14) is a local and stationary, in the sense of [11] , presentation for the chain of groups A + n . In [12] a presentation of the group A + n is proved. The generators are ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n−1 and the defining relations are the same as the defining relations (14) for the r i , except that the third relation in (14) is replaced by ρ i ρ 2 i+1 ρ i+2 = ρ i+2 ρ i for i = 1, . . . , n − 3. The equivalence of the two presentations is given by ρ i → r i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Indeed we have [12] , for the elements of the group A + n .
Conversely,
Remark. The two first relations of (14) imply that:
3. Central extensions of the alternating subgroups of Coxeter groups 
When G is a discrete reflection group,G andG ′ are its spinor central extensions and they are nontrivial if there are some i, j, i = j, such that m ij is even [7] . In general, the groupsG andG ′ are not isomorphic. Note that discrete Coxeter groups admit non-trivial central extensions non-isomorphic to (15) or (16); see [5, 13] for the Schur multipliers of the discrete Coxeter groups. Denote by π :G → G and π ′ :G ′ → G the natural projections.
Our aim is to give presentations for the groupsG + andG ′+ in the spirit of the preceding Section. As a by-product, we shall see that the groupsG + andG ′+ are isomorphic.
We first give a presentation forG + . 
for i, j = 1, . . . , n − 1 such that i < j, z is central and z 2 = 1.
(17)
Proof. This is an adaptation of the proof, suggested in [1] , of the presentation (2) for the group G + ; we give a sketch. LetW + be the group generated by the elementsR 1 , . . . ,R n−1 and z with the defining relations (17)-(19). Define the map φ from the set of generators {R 1 , . . . ,R n−1 , z} toG + by:
This map extends to a surjective homomorphism fromW + toG + , which we denote by the same symbol φ. We will show that φ is an isomorphism. One checks that the map ω given by ω(R i ) =R
. . , n − 1, and ω(z) = z extends to an involution ofW + , defining thereby the semi-direct product C 2 ⋉W + , where C 2 is the cyclic group of order 2. Let s be the generator of C 2 . One verifies that the following maps
extend to homomorphisms ψ 1 :G → C 2 ⋉W + and ψ 2 : C 2 ⋉W + →G such that ψ 1 ψ 2 = Id C 2 ⋉W + and ψ 2 ψ 1 = IdG. The restriction of ψ 1 toG + induces the homomorphism inverse to φ.
Recall our convention for the orientation of edges of a Coxeter graph or of a connected extension of it: if there is an edge between vertices i and j, i < j, then it is oriented from i to j. Associate a generatorr ij ofG + to each generator r ij of G + . Denote byr ji the inverse ofr ij ,r ji :=r −1 ij . Extend the Definition 2.3 to the generatorsr ij .
Proposition 3.2 Let (G, S) be a Coxeter system with the Coxeter matrix m. The groupG + is generated byr ij and z with the defining relations
for all generatorsr ij ,
(r ijrjk ) 2 = z forr ij ,r jk such that i < k and m ik = 2, (r ijrjkrkl ) 2 = z forr ij ,r jk ,r kl such that i < l and m il = 2, r ijrlm =r lmrij forr ij andr lm which are not connected.
z is central and z 2 = 1.
We omit the proof as it goes along the same lines as the proof of the Proposition 2.2.
We give without details the presentations forG ′+ . The generators of the presentation forG ′+ analogous to the one given in the Proposition 3.1 will be denoted byR ′ 1 , . . . ,R ′ n−1 and z ′ . The defining relations are
z ′ is central and z ′2 = 1.
ForG ′+ , the generators of the presentation analogous to the one given in the Proposition 3.2 will be denoted byr ′ ij and z ′ with the same conventions as above. The defining relations are
for cycles with edges (ii 1 ), (i 1 i 2 ) . . . , (i a i),
forr ′ ij andr ′ lm which are not connected. z ′ is central and z ′2 = 1. Proof. The homomorphismG + →G ′+ defined on generators byr ij → z ′r′ ij and z → z ′ establishes the required isomorphism.
2.
Fix, for type A, the numbering of the vertices and orientation of the edges as shown in Fig. 2 and setr i :=r i−1,i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The groupÃ + n is the spinor cover of the alternating group A + n . The presentation forÃ + n from the Proposition 3.2 reads
This presentation equips the chain of the spinor extensions of the alternating groups of type A with a structure of a local and stationary tower.
3. The Schur multipliers for the alternating groups were calculated by Schur in [10] ; Maxwell [6] generalized this result to alternating subgroups of finite Coxeter groups and gave a presentation, in the spirit of (2), of the corresponding central extensions. It is straightforward -although lengthy -to transform this presentation (for all the central extensions of the alternating groups of all finite Coxeter groups) to the presentation which uses generators related to the oriented edges of the Coxeter graph.
As an example we give, omitting details, the presentations for type A. The Schur multiplier of A + n is C 2 if n 3, n = 5, 6, and C 2 × C 3 if n = 5, 6; here C m is the cyclic group with m elements. We describe the central extensions of the groups A • The universal central extension of A + 5 is generated byr 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 , z and ζ with the defining relations:
4r1 , z 2 = 1 and z is central, ζ 3 = 1 and ζ is central.
(22)
• The universal central extension of A + 6 is generated byr 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 , z and ζ with the defining relations: . . , g m and the set of defining relations R. Let I be a subset of {1, . . . , m} and H the subgroup of G generated by g a , a ∈ I. The Coxeter-Todd algorithm for the pair (G, H) constructs the set of the left cosets of H in G and the action of the generators on this set [4] . The result of a Coxeter-Todd algorithm is a figure whose vertices are labeled by left cosets and the arrows stand for the action of the generators. The algorithm starts with the left coset H; only the generators g a , a / ∈ I, may act non-trivially on this coset and give new vertices. At each step we analyze, using the relations from R, the action of the generators on vertices and draw new vertices or identify existing vertices. The algorithm is finished when we know the action of all generators on every coset in the figure.
The Coxeter-Todd algorithm for (G, H) lists the left cosets and thus provides a normal form for elements of G with respect to H. The algorithm implies an upper bound for the cardinality of G. Namely, let H be the abstract group with the generators g a , a ∈ I; the set of defining relations for H is the subset of R consisting of those relations which involve only the generators g a , a ∈ I. There is a natural surjection H → H therefore the cardinality of G is less or equal than the numbers of vertices in the figure times the cardinality of H. For the chain
we construct recursively the global normal form for elements of any G n using the normal form for elements of G k with respect to G k−1 , k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Here we exhibit results of the Coxeter-Todd algorithm for the chains of the alternating groups of types A, B and D with the presentation of the Proposition 2.2. As a matter of comparison we also give in each case Coxeter-Todd figures for the alternating groups with the presentation (2), for the alternating groups with a presentationà la Carmichael and for the Coxeter groups with the standard presentation (1) . Each time the normal form follows straightforwardly from the Coxeter-Todd figure; we illustrate it on the example of the chain of the alternating groups of type A.
The subgroup chosen for realizing the Coxeter-Todd algorithm is always denoted by H. In a Coxeter-Todd figure, when the action of a generator g on a coset Y is not specified it means that gY = Y . For a generator of order 2 an unoriented edge represents a pair of oppositely oriented edges. The action of a generator of order 3 (respectively, 4) is often represented by an oriented triangle (respectively, quadrilateral); the generator is written inside it. We indicate the coset (in the form uH with u a word in the generators) at each vertex of the Coxeter-Todd figure only for type A; in general, it can be easily found following the edges from the vertex H in the figures.
Type A
The vertices and oriented edges of the Coxeter graph of type A are labeled as on Fig. 2 , Section 2. The Coxeter group A n is generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−1 with the defining relations
The group A n is isomorphic to the group of permutations of the set {1, 2, . . . , n + 1}. The isomorphism is given by s i → (i + 1, i + 2), i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
Let H be the subgroup generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−2 ; here is the Coxeter-Todd figure for (A n , H):
Fig. 3. Coxeter-Todd figure for (A n , H) for the presentation (24)
We give Coxeter-Todd figures for three presentations of the alternating group A + n . In each situation, H is the subgroup generated by the first n − 2 generators. The first two presentations can be found in [3] . The second one is the presentation (2) . The third one is the presentation (14). To illustrate the usefulness of the Coxeter-Todd algorithm we reestablish that these are indeed presentations of the group A + n and find three normal forms for elements of A + n .
1. In Carmichael presentation [3] the generators are a 1 , . . . , a n−1 with the defining relations . . , a n−1 } is a generating set for the alternating group A + n with the defining relations (25).
2. Moore presentation [3] is the presentation (2). The generators are R 1 , . . . , R n−1 with the defining relations
for i, j = 1, . . . , n − 1 such that |i − j| > 1. (26) 3. In the presentation (14) of A + n the generators are r 1 , . . . , r n−1 with the defining relations
for i = 1, . . . , n − 2, (r i r i+1 r i+2 ) 2 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 3, r i r j = r j r i for i, j = 1, . . . , n − 1 such that |i − j| > 2. • For Carmichael presentation (25): a i → (1, 2, i + 2), i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
• For Moore presentation (26): R i → (1, 2)(i + 1, i + 2), i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
• For the presentation (27):
This concludes the proof that each of the groups -defined by (25) or (26) or (27) -has the cardinality n!/2 and is isomorphic to the group A + n (thus the morphisms above are the isomorphisms).
For each of the three presentations, the Coxeter-Todd figure gives a list E n of elements of A + n such that any x ∈ A + n can be written as u n h where h ∈ A + n−1 and u n ∈ E n ; the set E n is in bijection with the set of vertices of the Coxeter-Todd figure. The element h in turn can be written in a normal form with respect to A + n−2 . Continuing we obtain recursively three normal forms for elements of A + n .
Proposition 4.1 Let A + n be given by Carmichael presentation (25). Any element x ∈ A + n can be uniquely written as x = u n u n−1 . . . u 2 where u i ∈ E i ,
Proposition 4.2 Let A +
n be given by Moore presentation (26). Any element x ∈ A + n can be uniquely written as x = u n u n−1 . . . u 2 where u i ∈ E i , 
Type B
We label the vertices and oriented edges of the Coxeter graph of type B as follows.
Fig. 8. Coxeter graph of type B
The Coxeter group B n is generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−1 with the defining relations
The group B n is isomorphic to the wreath product C 2 ≀ A n−1 of the cyclic group C 2 of order 2 by the symmetric group A n−1 . Denote by γ the generator of C 2 and by 1 C 2 the unit element of C 2 . Let γ (i) := (1 C 2 , . . . , 1 C 2 , γ, 1 C 2 , . . . , 1 C 2 ), i = 1, . . . , n, be the element of C n 2 with γ in position i and 1 C 2 anywhere else; let 1 C n 2 := (1 C 2 , . . . , 1 C 2 ) denote the unit element of C n 2 and 1 A n−1 the unit element of A n−1 . The isomorphism between B n and C 2 ≀ A n−1 is given by s 0 → (γ (1) , 1 A n−1 ) and
Let H be the subgroup generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−2 ; here is the Coxeter-Todd figure for (B n , H): This is an analogue -for the group B + n -of the Carmichael presentation (the distinguished oriented edge is (0, 1)):
• the alternating group B + n is generated by a 1 , . . . , a n−1 with the defining relations (a 1 a i a 1 a j ) 2 = 1 for i, j = 2, . . . , n − 1 such that i < j.
(29)
The presentation (2), respectively the presentation of the Proposition 2.2, reads:
• the alternating group B + n is generated by R 1 , . . . , R n−1 with the defining relations
• respectively, the alternating group B + n is generated by r 1 , . . . , r n−1 with the defining relations
Denote by ǫ 0 the sign character of A n−1 . Let ǫ C n 2 : C n 2 → {−1, 1} be the homomorphism defined by ǫ C n 2 (γ (i) ) = −1 for i = 1, . . . , n. The alternating group B + n of type B is isomorphic to the subgroup of C 2 ≀ A n−1 formed by elements (g, π), π ∈ A n−1 and g ∈ C n 2 , such that ǫ C n 2 (g)ǫ 0 (π) = 1. The isomorphisms are given by:
• for the presentation (29), a i → γ (1) , (1, i + 1) , i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
• for the presentation (30), R i → γ (1) , (i, i + 1) , i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
• for the presentation (31), r 1 → γ (1) , (1, 2) and r i → 1 C n 2 , (i − 1, i, i + 1) , i = 2, . . . , n − 1.
Let H be the subgroup generated by a 1 , . . . , a n−2 , or by R 1 , . . . , R n−2 , or by r 1 , . . . , r n−2 . As for type A, the Coxeter-Todd figures for the presentations (29), (30) and (31) provide three normal forms for elements of the alternating group B + n . We omit details. Remark. The complex reflection group G(m, 1, n) is generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−1 with the same defining relations as in (28), except that s 2 0 is replaced by s m 0 = 1. For m = 1, G(1, 1, n) is the group A n−1 ; for m = 2, G(2, 1, n) is the group B n . Let H be the subgroup of G(m, 1, n) generated by s 0 , . . . , s n−2 . The Coxeter-Todd figure for G(m, 1, n) , H , see [9] , generalizes Fig. 3 and Fig. 9 .
Type D
We label the vertices and oriented edges of the Coxeter graph of type D as follows. The group D n is isomorphic to the subgroup of C 2 ≀ A n−1 formed by elements (g, π), π ∈ A n−1 and g ∈ C n 2 , such that ǫ C n
• the alternating group D + n is generated by R 1 , . . . , R n−1 with the defining relations 
• respectively, the alternating group D + n , n ≥ 3, is generated by r 1 , . . . , r n−1 with the defining relations              r 3 i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, (r 1 r 2 2 ) 2 = 1, (r 1 r 3 ) 2 = 1, (r i r i+1 ) 2 = 1 for i = 2, . . . , n − 2, (r 1 r 3 r 4 ) 2 = 1, (r i r i+1 r i+2 ) 2 = 1 for i = 2, . . . , n − 3, r 1 r i = r i r 1 for i = 5, . . . , n − 1, r i r j = r j r i for i, j = 2, . . . , n − 1 such that |i − j| > 2.
(35)
The alternating group D + n of type D is isomorphic to the subgroup of C 2 ≀ A n−1 formed by elements (g, π), π ∈ A n−1 and g ∈ C n 2 , such that ǫ C n n . We omit details.
